BULLI RAY
Occupational Dog Bite Safety

Training Employees to Protect Themselves from Dog Attacks! | www.bulliray.com | 888-777-3647

ONSITE

OCCUPATIONAL DOG
BITE PREVENTION (ODBS)
ODBS Training Helps Reduce Your Employees Injury and Saves Lives! Save travel
time and expense while training ALL your employees ODBS Training comes to you!

ONSITE ODBS TRAINING
CLASSES (With Live Dogs)

WHAT TO EXPECT IN CLASS:

Onsite ODBS training classes are hosted at your location
for your employees. We offer a two hour class that
provides a full presentation on Dog Bite Prevention.

• Canine Statistics

In a controlled environment, our ODBS training gives
employees the opportunity to gain practical experience
in dealing with dog attacks. Your employees will have the
opportunity to experience training sessions that feature
real dogs in live presentations that will teach you and your
employees how to prevent dangerous situations, as well
as how to respond when it is not avoidable.
There is no replacement for the practical learning
experience. While in the class, attendees will be taught
a full spectrum of dog bite safety, from the psychology
of the dog, how to avoid attacks, self-defense methods,
and how to use effective self-protection devices.

•V
 olunteers will be suited up for “Live Canine Bites”

These interactive classes will demonstrate frequently
encountered situations in which employees are likely
to find themselves. This involves participation from the
attendees, which enhances the learning experience.

•S
 elf Defense Methods
•L
 earn the differences between the defensive and
the predatory dogs
•W
 e use live dogs to show what advantage the
attacking dog has over the employee
•C
 anine Behavior
•E
 xplanation of canine and human posturing
•E
 xplanation of human/pack and/or canine pack
•D
 irect eye contact and a dominate stance explained
•W
 hy dogs bite
•F
 ence & Barrier: explaining how different
approaches can affect the dog’s confidence
•W
 hy befriending dogs on the route, playing ball
and feeding dogs can cause other problems
• Self protection devices
• And more!
See our website for a complete list and to schedule your
Onsite ODBS Training today!

for more information or references please contact:

Cynthia Ballenger at 888-777-3647
cballenger@bulliray.com | www.bulliray.com

SCHEDULE TODAY!
VISIT WWW.BULLIRAY.COM

